When Steve and Mashid Rizzone stumbled across the ideal lot in Corona del Mar—located high on a hill and with jaw-dropping views of Newport Harbor—they envisioned the modern, airy home they would build upon it. It would be elegant yet comfortable, and would prominently feature the curved walls that Mashid had once seen and admired in a museum.

But their dream house would take five years to complete, as the couple embarked on a wildly ambitious mission: Build a nearly 10,000-square-foot home that would qualify for LEED platinum certification, the highest bar for green building. “We have two young kids, ages three and five, and we wanted to show them that, even with a house this big, you can still consider the environment,” says Steve. And, being technophiles—Steve has helmed several high-tech companies, and Mashid is a former technical engineer—they relished the challenge.

The Rizzones’ Laguna Beach-based architect, Marcelo E. Lische, spent a year sketching plans and refining layouts to achieve the perfect blend of beauty and green functionality. “When you enter the house, there are two large curved walls that open up to the ocean views,” Lische says. “There’s a lot of glass on the south wall, and skylights for natural illumination, so you don’t need much artificial light, even on the lower floor.” In fact, nearly every design decision minimized energy usage. Lische worked with
Michael Van Parys with The Corvairs Group of Westlake Village and Los Angeles, to design a structure that would take full advantage of Mother Earth’s own ability to heat, cool and illuminate.

The doors and windows, for example, are situated to optimize the flow of the ocean breeze for natural ventilation. Thick concrete walls allow the sun’s heat to slowly migrate through over several hours, warming the home just as night falls. “It was important to incorporate passive energy-saving strategies into the basic design, taking everything into account—such as location, orientation, overhang for shading and natural ventilation,” Van Parys says.

Of course, designing a home that would also serve the Rizzones’ lifestyle was a top priority. “We never get bored here,” Mashid says. “There are a number of areas for the children to play in, as well as entertainment areas for the entire family to enjoy.”
PRIVATE LOUNGE
The lower level bar area gets a vibrant splash of the homeowners’ favorite color in the form of an underlit blue glass bar top by Simmons Glass & Windows. Thirsty guests can enjoy a drink on upholstered barstools from Mimi London in LA or relax at the custom-made cherrywood game table and chairs by Los Angeles Custom Furniture and Reproductions in Culver City. Hanging high on the wall beside the staircase is an acrylic work from the Phoenix Art Group in Arizona.
A Jerusalem stone stairway is backed by a dramatic, custom-made bronze waterfall by Water Studio in Culver City. Glass railings by Simmons Glass & Windows.
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A favorite spot is the state-of-the-art home theater, created by Keith Yates Design Group, with acoustics that rival most concert halls. "Every Saturday morning, we have a bit of a Looney Tunes movie festival around here," Steve says. The home has 19 televisions and 56 speakers, all controlled by a Savant system, via iPads located throughout the house. The family can use the same system to control nearly every function in the home—from heating and cooling to window shades—either from within the house or remotely from anywhere in the world.

Much of the home's power is generated by a 36-kilowatt solar panel array situated on the hill slope, which helps bring the Rizzones' monthly utility bill to $20 or less. "That's almost unheard of for a house of this size, which would normally draw $4,000 to $6,000 worth of power a month," says project builder Tony Valentine, of the eponymous construction firm in Corona del Mar.

RED HOT

Truffle-colored SieMatic cabinetry is balanced by punches of vibrant tomato, in both the glass tilework from Walker Zanger and the CaesarStone countertop. Barstools from Janus et Cie beckon casual diners. A red apple sculpture by Robert Kuo and a glass pear by Global Views in Dallas sit atop the Miele convection and microwave ovens.
EN PLEIN LAIR

The home’s expansive second-floor balcony overlooks the pool installed by Pacific Construction Services of Laguna Niguel. Loungers have a variety of seating options, from cushioned and canopied recliners and ottomans to the Barcelona table and chairs, all from Janus et Cie.
While Steve worked with the architects on the home’s structure and smart functions, Mashid focused on the interior—a division of labor that had worked nicely in the past. “We’ve done three houses in 20 years and we’re still married,” Steve jokes. “I had no idea what the rooms were going to look like until the trucks started to roll up.”

He was hardly worried. Mashid worked with Farah Amirshybani, of Costa Mesa-based Design Trends Interior Design, to create spaces that are comfortable and friendly. To temper the sleeker finishes, they added tinted Venetian plaster walls and rich wood veneer throughout. “Mashid still had a lot of antiques from previous homes, so we incorporated some into this house, adding even more warmth,” Amirshybani says. “We used materials that had an organic feel, with different textures that were tactile and inviting,” Mashid adds. Of course, the home also had to be kid-proof, so durable, washable materials like leather were used whenever possible.
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GREAT ESCAPE
The great room mixes antique elements and pared-down contemporary style. In the foreground, four chairs surround a custom-made table from Los Angeles Custom Furniture and Reproductions. In the seating area beyond, a custom-made chandelier by Wired Design in West Hollywood and an original painting by Sarah Stockstill add visual intrigue.

GOLD RUSH
In the living room, a backlit onyx fireplace features custom metalwork by Arch Hardware. Contemporary elements, like the sleek glass coffee table by Roche Bobois, contrast with the 19th-century vitrine and an early 19th-century armoire. The barrel drum stools are by Robert Kuo.
After five painstaking years of working with their talented team to design and build a home possessing the highest aesthetic and green standards, the Rizzones have finally moved in. And while it’s the ideal place to enjoy their lively family life, the couple is also pretty tickled that the house manages to exceed California’s Title 24 energy efficiency standards by an impressive 63 percent.

That’s something they ponder as they relish the surrounding beauty that nature affords. As Steve says, “It’s very special to sit on the patio in the morning with a cup of coffee, read the newspaper and look out over Newport Harbor and off to Catalina Island.”
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SW EET R E T R E AT

The Mimi chair and Zigzag table from Global Views create a cozy vignette in a guest bedroom; the dark wenge underneath is from Gaetano hardwood Floors of Huntington Beach. Janus et Cie’s Lolah lounge chair sits in the adjacent courtyard.

POINT OF VIEW

The bed in the master suite is by Los Angeles Custom Furniture and Reproductions, building in from Between; The Sheets in Newport Beach. The Artesian bench is from Global Views and the Cassanova table lamp was found at Baker Knapp & Tubbs.